The Heritability of Optic Disc Parameters: A Classic Twin Study
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PURPOSE. To examine the roles of genetic and environmental factors in the optic disc in a classic twin study.

METHODS. Five hundred six pairs of twins were recruited to participate from the Twins U.K. Adult Twin Registry at St. Thomas’ Hospital, London. Photographs of the optic disc were obtained, and the covariance of optic disc, cup, and rim areas within monzygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) pairs was compared, and genetic modeling techniques were used to determine the relative contributions of genes and environment to the variation in optic disc parameters in this population.

RESULTS. Mean optic disc, cup, and rim areas were 2.62 (range, 1.06–4.87), 0.98 (range, 0.25–4.72), and 1.64 (range, 1.43–6.16) mm², respectively. The MZ correlations were higher than those of DZ pairs for disc and cup areas (correlation coefficient, 0.73/0.81 and 0.41/0.50 for MZ and DZ twins, respectively). The correlation for optic rim was also higher in MZ (0.62) than in DZ (0.43) pairs. Modeling suggested heritability for the optic disc area of 0.73 and for the optic cup area of 0.66. The heritability of the rim area was lower at 0.34, with a significant shared environmental component of 0.27 and individual factors (including measurement error) explaining 39% of the variance of the rim area.

CONCLUSIONS. This study has demonstrated that genetic effects were important in the determination of optic disc parameters in this twin population, with genetic factors explaining 73%, 66%, and 34% of the variation of optic disc, cup, and rim areas, respectively. Environmental factors also seemed to be important. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2008;49:77–80) DOI: 10.1167/iovs.07-0962

Glaucoma is a leading cause of blindness worldwide.1 There has been considerable research into the genetics of glaucoma and numerous gene loci (GLC1A-D) have been identified,2 together with three genes MYOC,3 OPTN,4 and WDR36,5 which may be involved in the etiology of glaucoma in a small subset of the population. Searching for genes for relatively uncommon complex diseases is difficult. Researchers have studied intermediate traits (endophenotypes) that are associated with those diseases (such as intraocular pressure and optic disc/cup size in glaucoma), as such traits enable study of a quantitative trait rather than affected/unaffected status. Raised intraocular pressure (IOP) is the strongest known risk factor other than age for glaucoma’s development and progression. A genetic basis for IOP has been reported in several twin studies.6–7 and familial aggregation8,9 studies have showed a modest but significant correlation for IOP between sib, parent-child, and cousin pairs.

Optic disc parameters have also been linked to glaucoma; for example, a smaller rim area has been reported to predict the development of glaucoma in the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study.10 There has been little research into the hereditary aspects of optic disc parameters in the general population. Two population-based studies reported a correlation between first-degree family members for optic disc parameters—specifically, optic cup and disc diameter and cup-disc ratio.11,12 Previous small studies of optic disc parameters in twins have been concentrated on vertical cup and disc measures and the cup-to-disc ratio.12,13 An underpowered twin study suggested a heritability index of 0.6 to 0.815 for diameter of normal physiological cup, but did not use modern genetic modeling techniques. We have already shown a significant heritability of β-peripapillary atrophy, which is associated with glaucoma and myopia, even when shared genetic effects with myopia are removed.14

Twin studies are an excellent method of studying the relative importance of genetic and environmental influences on a phenotype.15 Factors such as perfect age matching and more similar environment allow twin studies to calculate the maximum genetic contribution to a trait. We conducted a classic twin study to determine the heritability of optic disc parameters (optic disc, cup, and neural rim areas, as well as vertical cup-disc ratio) in a general population. Covariance of optic disc parameters between MZ and DZ twins was compared by using modern genetic modeling techniques.

METHODS

Five hundred and six pairs of white female twins (226 monozygotic and 280 dizygotic) with mean age of 62 years (range, 49–79)16 were studied. The twins were initially recruited to participate in the Twins UK Adult Twin Registry, held at St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, and were unaware of any hypotheses or proposals for specific studies; only later were they invited to have an eye examination. Our institutional ethics committee approved the study, and all the women gave informed consent. The study adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki. Zygosity was determined by a standardized questionnaire17 and confirmed by DNA analysis of short tandem repeat polymorphisms in the pairs for which there was any doubt about zygosity. Exclusion criteria included subjects who were unwilling to undertake dilated retinal photography (two twin volunteers) or those with significant congenital optic disc abnormality (one subject). As it was a volunteer population-based study, subjects with glaucoma were included in the analysis.
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Optic Disc Grading

Photographs of the optic disc were taken with a Kowa camera (Kowa, Europe, Dusseldorf, Germany) with nonsimultaneous stereo photographs of each disc taken on a 30° width-of-field setting and developed on slide film (Ektachrome 64; Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY). The same individual took all photographs (CJH) with the same camera, and film was processed by the same company, to ensure as much consistency as possible. The slide photographs were digitized with a slide scanner (CoolScan IV ED; Nikon Corp, Tokyo, Japan). Data from the right eyes of each subject were used. If there was no usable image for an individual’s right eye, then data from the left eye were used, if possible.

Optic disc, cup, and neuroretinal rim areas were measured with stereoscopic planimetric software (StereoDx, using a Z-screen; Stereographics Corp., Beverly Hills, CA). This stereoscopic visualization system has been detailed elsewhere. It consists of a filter that circularly polarizes light from two images on the screen. The component images of the stereopair are alternately displayed on the monitor at 60 Hz to provide flicker-free stereoscopy. These polarized images are then filtered by polarized eyewear worn by the observer. The curser depth can be adjusted to coincide with Eisching’s rim. Semiautomated tracing of the disc and cup margins is performed while viewing stereoscopic images of the optic disc, followed by automated area analysis. Both intra- and inter-observer reproducibility was good.

All images were graded in the reading center of the University of Sydney Centre for Vision Research (Westmead, NSW, Australia) by the same experienced grader who was masked as to zygosity and clinical information. Queries and discrepancies were adjudicated by one of the authors (PRH). Magnification effects of the eye-camera system were corrected by using spherical equivalent refraction, and coefficients were derived for the specific camera from a model eye. The detailed description of the method by which this was reached, is beyond the scope of this article; however, it is described in greater detail elsewhere.

Analytic Methods

The variance of a phenotype in a population is due to genetic and environmental factors. Most traits or disease occur more commonly in the families of affected individuals than in the general population, but because families share both genes and environment, it is difficult to separate the effects of each. Because identical or MZ twin pairs share the same genes, and nonidentical or DZ twins share on average half of their segregating genes, any greater concordance or correlation between MZ twins can be attributed to this additional genetic sharing. Twin models assume that both MZ and DZ twins share the same experienced grader who was masked as to zygosity and clinical information. Queries and discrepancies were adjudicated by one of the authors (PRH). Magnification effects of the eye-camera system were corrected by using spherical equivalent refraction, and coefficients were derived for the specific camera from a model eye. The detailed description of the method by which this was reached, is beyond the scope of this article; however, it is described in greater detail elsewhere.

Data handling and preliminary analyses were undertaken with commercial software (Stata: StataCorp. LP, College Station, TX). The covariance matrices for MZ and DZ twin pairs were used in the Mx genetic modeling program. This method is based on comparing the covariances of a measured trait between MZ and DZ twin pairs. The obtained phenotypic variance can be divided into additive genetic (A), dominant genetic (D), common environmental (C), and unique environmental (E) components. The common environmental component estimates the contribution of family environment, whereas the unique environmental component estimates the effects that apply only to each individual, including measurement error. The broad-sense heritability, which estimates the extent to which variation in optic disc parameters in a population can be explained by genetic variation, can be defined as the ratio of genetic variance (A + D) to total phenotypic variance (A + D + C + E). The best-fitting model is calculated by the use of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The AIC describes the model with best goodness of fit combined with parsimony (fewest latent variables) and is calculated as 2x the degrees of freedom—the model fit χ². The sub model with the lowest AIC is the best fitting.

RESULTS

Of the 1012 twin volunteers, 62 (6.1%) individuals were excluded from the full analysis. Of these 19 (1.9%) had poor photographs that were not of sufficient quality for stereographic analysis, 18 (1.8%) had no disc images available, and 25 (2.4%) were not analyzed due to missing digitized images. For each ungraded individual, the corresponding data of their twin was excluded from the analysis, because the analysis involved comparison within pairs of twins. Thus, data were available for analysis of 196 MZ pairs and 248 DZ pairs (mean age: MZ, 62.5 ± 5.7 [SD] MZ; range, 51–75; DZ 61.9 ± 5.6 years; range, 49–79). Eleven subjects had glaucoma (1.1% of the whole cohort), and a further five (0.5%) were referred to local ophthalmology services for further investigation for glaucoma based on clinical examination at the time or on optic disc photography. Exclusion of these subjects did not alter the mean values or their correlations.

Mean optic disc area was 2.62 mm² (95% confidence interval [CI] 1.06–4.87). Mean optic cup and neural rim areas were 0.98 (95% CI: 0.25–4.72) and 1.64 (95% CI: 1.43–6.16) mm², respectively. Values were similar for MZ and DZ twins (Table 1), with a normal distribution (data not shown). There was no significant correlation of any of the optic disc parameters with age (P > 0.12) or refractive error (spherical equivalent in diopters; P > 0.55).

The MZ and DZ intrapair correlation coefficients are detailed in Table 1 and show that the MZ twin pairs were more highly correlated than the DZ pairs for all three parameters. Correlations were higher for the optic cup area (MZ/DZ 0.81/0.50) than for the optic disc (MZ/DZ 0.73/0.41) and optic rim (MZ/DZ 0.62/0.43) areas. The higher MZ correlations than DZ correlations support a genetic influence on optic disc morphology.

Genetic modeling suggested the best-fitting model for optic disc area to be the AE model, meaning that additive genetic effects and individual environmental effects explained the variance (Table 2). The calculated heritability (h²) was 0.75 (95% CI: 0.67–0.78) with the remaining proportion of variance due to individual environmental effects of 0.27 (95% CI: 0.22–0.33). For optic cup area the best fitting was the ACE model, with variance explained by genetic effects (heritability h² = 0.66, 95% CI: 0.49–0.84), shared common environment C (proportion of variation 0.16, 95% CI: 0.10–0.32), and individual environmental effects E (0.18, 95% CI: 0.15–0.23). For neural rim area, the ACE model was also best fitting, with a lower heritability h² of 0.34 (95% CI: 0.10–0.58), shared environment 0.27 (95% CI: 0.05–0.46), and individual environment 0.39 (95% CI: 0.32–0.48).

As disc area influences the rim area (correlation coefficient, 0.56), the effects of disc area on rim area were removed using the residuals after regressing rim area on disc area. The heritability of this adjusted rim area was not significantly altered, with a heritability h² of 0.38 and shared environment explanation.
probability that \( P \), change in degrees of freedom between submodel and full model; other sibling and family-based studies.

Twin study. Twin-based heritability can be higher because of slightly higher heritabilities may be attributable to this being a (0.57 and 0.55). Apart from measurement differences, these atrophy type influenced by environmental factors. The heritability estimate likely to be largely genetically determined, and, while genetic rim area. From a biological point of view, optic disc area is discussed the vertical disc and cup diameters found in the Beaver Dam Eye Study.8 and cup area heritabilities are higher than those of the vertical disc and cup areas were 2.62, 0.98, and 1.64 mm\(^2\); comparable to those of the Baltimore Eye Study,35 which reported mean optic disc, cup, and rim areas to be 2.63, 0.71, and 1.92 mm\(^2\), respectively. We believe that these twin data are generalizable to the singleton population, as twins have similar morbidity and mortality to the rest of the population.36 Heritability is a population-specific factor and our that these twin data are generalizable to the singleton population, which could be different for other populations with different gene pools or environmental circumstances. A possible limitation of twin studies may be the “equal environment” assumption, that MZ and DZ twins share the same common family environment in which they are brought up; however, the assumption generally holds up to testing. A potential limitation could be recruitment bias because the subjects were volunteers. We attempted to minimize bias by the fact that the twins had volunteered for reasons other than eye studies and were subsequently invited for an eye examination, without glaucoma’s being initially specified as an outcome of interest. The prevalence of glaucoma of 1% at the start of the study is comparable to population-based studies, and inclusion or exclusion of these subjects did not significantly alter results.57,58,59

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that genetic effects to elucidate further our understanding of the mechanisms of glaucoma and the susceptibility of the optic disc to this disorder. Greater understanding about mechanisms may also help to identify disease-modifying agents or environmental interventions to reduce disease in susceptible individuals.
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